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In the previously discussed case studies, I tried to show that the condition of a print
needs to be put in relation to its importance and rarity, and that the interplay among
all these factors will ultimately affect its value. I would now like to turn to the
question of impression quality—a concept that, as we will see, is even more elusive
and, what’s more, can even shift over time.
Take, for example, Picasso’s early masterpiece Le Repas frugal of 1904. It was
printed in the studio of Auguste Delâtre in Paris, where Picasso worked closely with
the printer’s son Eugène. Having been at the epicenter of the etching revival
movement, the Delâtres’ workshop practice was characterized by rich inking and
tonal wiping of the plates, often manipulating the plate tone so that every impression
retained a unique character. Not surprisingly, those earliest pulls of Le Repas frugal
are highly sought-after by collectors, for their rarity as much as for their luscious
inking and beautiful plate tone.

When Ambroise Vollard published Les Saltimbanques, Picasso’s first major print
series, in 1913, he also reissued Le Repas frugal. The plates were now handled by
Louis Fort, who had them steel-faced to prevent their deterioration when printing a
larger edition. He also preferred to ink them far more lightly. What was lost in tonal
effect was gained in greater transparency. As the British art historian Pat Gilmour
was the first to suggest in her 1987 essay “Picasso and His Printers,” the artist had
never been a fan of the Delâtres’ printing style and had actually resented the artistic
license the master printers took with his plates. The uniformity of Fort’s edition was
therefore apparently much more to Picasso’s liking.

Moving back in time, a collector friend once quipped that, when it comes to
Rembrandt, drypoint is perhaps the most expensive print medium there is. The burr
created by the drypoint needle is often essential to define a composition or create
special depth, yet it also wears away quickly—as can be seen when looking at these
details from Rembrandt’s 1652 landscape print known as Clump of Trees with a
Vista next to each other. If the two impressions were for sale (they are not), expect
the pricing to be different—and significantly so!

But what if those precious touches of drypoint are so pronounced as to obscure or
even disfigure elements of the image? What to make, for example, of the burr that
creates a veritable beard on the face of the central angel entertained by Abraham?
The iconographic anomaly of an angle with facial hair appears in the National Gallery
of Art’s impression of Rembrandt’s 1656 etching that was printed on a beautiful sheet
of Japanese Gampi paper and, full disclosure here, sold to the nation by C.G. Boerner
in 2005.
*
As these randomly chosen examples show, the term “quality” is clearly putting up
some valiant resistance to even the possibility of a scientifically exact definition. This,
however, has never stopped connoisseurs from trying. The arguably most wellknown attempt is that by Joseph Meder, who was, from 1905 to 1923, the director of
the fabled prints and drawings collection of Vienna’s Albertina. In his Dürer-Katalog
(1932), he established criteria by which each of Dürer’s prints could be ranked. Since
there are very few instances of true “states” (that is, intentional changes to the
printing matrix) in Dürer’s work, what concerned Meder were the different printing
campaigns and/or editions the copper plates and woodblocks underwent. He
categorized them alphabetically as “a,” “b,” “c,” and so on. Over time, matrices start
to deteriorate. Later pulls sometimes show unintended, accidental scratches. Mostly,
though, these different editions are just characterized by different ink tones (coal
black versus brownish, for example), a diminishing precision of the printed lines, and
a general lessening of the prints’ visual impact. What also changed were the papers
used for printing, dependent on what was available to the artist at a certain point in
time. Accordingly, Meder’s catalogue provides a useful compendium of the
watermarks found on Dürer’s prints throughout the sixteenth century.

For all the undisputed importance of this pioneering effort to tackle the thorny issue
of quality, one needs to be aware that the categories established by Meder remain, at
least to a certain extent, subjective. He repeatedly grants his top “a-rating” to
impressions he describes as tiefschwarz, klar und gegensatzreich (deep black, clear
and with contrasts). Does this mean, then, that impressions with more subtle
contrasts, those that retain plate tone and sometimes even passages of “tonal
wiping,” are less “good”? Although wonderful examples of this can be found among
some of Dürer’s prints (as in the impression of his Hercules engraving from 1498–99
shown here), they cannot, according to Meder, be ranked as the very best.
Which brings us to perhaps the most convincing research project undertaken in
recent years with the aim to establish quantifiable criteria by which multiple
impressions of the same print can be described.

the nine “areas of interest” selected in Dürer’s Melencolia I to document subtle plate changes

The project started as a master’s thesis for the Art Conservation Department of
Buffalo State College, New York, submitted by Angela Campbell in 2009. She had
closely examined sixteen different impressions of Dürer’s Melencolia I for what she
called “microscopic plate wear,” observing how the crispness of the lines gradually
wears down and how tiny particles embedded in the printing ink can cause fine
accidental scratches in the matrix. Yet since these scratches were often merely
superficial and so faint that they would fade or completely disappear again during
the continuous printing of the plate, it would often be difficult to tell if the related
impression was pulled before or after the appearance of one such scratch. Campbell
solved this issue by not merely focusing on one such detail but by preselecting a set
number of “areas of interest” and simultaneously taking high-resolution close-up
images of each of these areas in every impression she examined. Observing all areas
individually and in relation to each other, she was eventually able to track the
appearance and disappearance of the scratches and establish an “impression
chronology,” thereby reconstructing the relative order in which the impressions must
have been printed.

accidental wiping scratches that appear and disappear on the saw in the foreground

Since then, Campbell has expanded on her research and also applied this method to
Dürer’s other two Meisterstiche (master engravings)—Knight, Death, and Devil and
Saint Jerome in His Study. To date, she has examined approximately 150
impressions and organized the results systematically in a visual database. Once this
becomes available, it will provide an enormously helpful tool to judge impression
quality for Dürer’s most famous prints. It will also lay out a path for how Meder’s still
indispensable catalogue can ultimately be improved upon, since none of the
numerous commendable books on Dürer’s graphic oeuvre published since then were
able to contribute much to questions of “technical connoisseurship”—the sole
exception perhaps being the catalogue to the exhibition Albrecht Dürer: Master
Printmaker at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, back in 1971.
Ultimately, however, even such an invaluable effort in comprehensive quantification
can only represent one, albeit very important, element for any holistic assessment of
a print. Plates get manually reinked after each pull, and the inking and wiping can
therefore vary; different papers and the levels of their moisture when pulled through
the press affect how the ink adheres to the sheet. And, as we have seen in first two
installments in this series, there is the unavoidable fact that these works are many
centuries old, that the conditions of their preservation have been different, and that
some might have suffered damages and been exposed to restorations. In the end, we
will therefore have to accept that an earlier impression can be, but by no means has
to be, “better”—if the term is meant to qualify a print’s overall aesthetic appearance.
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